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Abstract.
The Macquarie/AAO/Strasbourg Hα Planetary Nebula Catalogue (MASH) of nearly 1000 new Galactic Planetary Nebulae

(PNe) discovered from the AAO/UKST Hα survey of the southern Galactic plane is now essentially complete. The survey’s
excellent combination of resolution, uniformity, areal coverage and depth has enabled detection of this unprecedented new PN
sample. MASH PNe are typically more evolved, obscured, of larger angular extent, and of lower surface brightness than those
in most previous surveys. The number of PNe in the Galactic bulge has also been doubled. Though most of these are quite
compact, more evolved examples have been found. The MASH catalogue represents a seven year programme of discovery and
spectroscopic confirmation and will form the basis for significant studies. A key strength is that the whole sample has been
obtained from the same, uniform survey data. The 75% increase in known Galactic PNe represents the largest single increase
in such discoveries. MASH PNe will have a significant impact on many aspects of PNe research, especially for studies at the
extremes of the luminosity function which were previously poorly represented.
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INTRODUCTION

PNe are a brief, still poorly-understood evolutionary
phase, lasting for a mere 30,000–70,000 years (e.g. Zi-
jlstra & Pottasch 1991). This has limited the numbers
available for study and restricted the scope for revealing
their full characteristics and evolutionary diversity. How-
ever, PNe are key probes for establishing the physics and
timescales of mass loss of low and intermediate mass
stars (Iben 1995). They are also vital probes of nucle-
osynthesis processes, abundance gradients and the chem-
ical enrichment of the interstellar medium (ISM), and act
as powerful tracers of our Galaxy’s star-forming history.
Unfortunately, previous PNe catalogues represent an ex-
tremely heterogeneous collection from 75 years of ob-
servations on a wide variety of telescopes. They are pre-
sented in the ESO/Strasbourg Galactic PNe catalogues
(Acker et al. 1992, 1996) of ∼ 1500 true and proba-
ble PNe and ∼ 500 possible PNe together with the in-
dependent compilations of Galactic PNe by Kohoutek
(e.g. Kohoutek 2001). With MASH however, we move
into a rich region of Galactic PNe discovery space via
detections from the Anglo-Australian Observatory UK
Schmidt Telescope (AAO/UKST) Hα survey (Parker et
al. 2005a). Importantly, these discoveries originate from
the same uniform observational data, yielding the least
biased and most homogeneous PNe sample available

over the widest evolutionary range. MASH represents the
single largest increase in Galactic PNe numbers.

THE AAO/UKST Hα SURVEY

The AAO/UKST completed a unique high spatial reso-
lution (∼ 1 arcsecond), narrow-band Hα survey of the
southern Galactic plane in 2003. An area of∼ 4000 deg2

was covered to |b| ∼ 10− 13 degrees. This survey has
a superior combination of coverage, resolution, unifor-
mity and sensitivity. The survey is now available on-
line in digital form as the SuperCOSMOS Hα Survey
(SHS)1. The sensitivity limit is ∼ 5 Rayleighs at Hα or
∼ 2.4× 10−17 ergs cm−2s−1 arcsec−2. As the FWHM
of the Hα filter bandpass is 70Å, the filter is more accu-
rately an Hα plus [NII]λλ6548, 6583 filter. This is an ad-
vantage for PN searches based around the Hα line since
many Type I PNe can have [NII]�Hα, sometimes by a
factor of ten or more (e.g. Corradi et al. 1997).

As a result, an unprecedented sample of faint new PNe
over the southern Galactic plane has been revealed (e.g.
Parker et al. 1998, 2003). A significant fraction of these

1 http://www-wfau.roe.ac.uk/sss/halpha/
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FIGURE 1. 4× 4 arcminute extracts of SuperCOSMOS data around a newly discovered PN (PHR1520-5243) from the 3-hour
Hα survey data (a - left), matching 15 minute Tech-Pan short red (SR) data (b - middle) and simple quotient image (c - right). The
new PN is 53 arcseconds in diameter and is only visible in the Hα image. Note the well matched depth for point sources between
the two exposures and lack of an obvious central star candidate.

are compact PNe in the heavily crowded Galactic bulge
region (Peyaud et al. 2004, and these proceedings).

The survey is a particularly powerful discovery tool,
and invaluable for investigating the detailed structures
of emission features across the widest range of angular
scales. More specifically, the intimate morphological de-
tail of many new PNe can be revealed. MASH PNe are
also less affected by dust and so are easier to detect than
via traditional [OIII] imaging in more obscured regions
of the Galactic Plane. Hence MASH discoveries are not
simply more of what is known in previous catalogues. A
significant fraction represent senile stages of PNe evolu-
tion, dominating the population at the faint end of the
PNe luminosity function. MASH remedies the severe
paucity of observational data on evolved PNe (Tweedy
& Kwitter 1996) and those interacting with the ISM (e.g.
Pierce et al. 2004; Frew and Parker, these proceedings).

MASH PN DISCOVERY TECHNIQUE

The majority of MASH PNe have been discovered from
careful visual scanning of the original Hα survey mate-
rial. The process began in 1998 and all 233 survey fields
(each effectively covering ∼ 25 square degrees), were
scanned by early 2003. In Figure 1 we present 4× 4 ar-
cminute Hα, SR and quotient images (i.e. Hα divided by
SR) of a typical new MASH PN.

With the SHS pixel-data available from 2002, all pre-
vious MASH discoveries were checked to obtain accu-
rate estimates of nebular size, position and morphology.
PNe are verified via reference to follow-up spectroscopy.
MASH provides a far more consistent and accurate de-
scription of new PNe compared to the 2001 CDROM

(Parker et al. 2003) which has been completely su-
perceded. Many contaminating HII regions are removed
and significant additional PNe added. Full MASH cata-
logue details are given in Parker et al. (2005b).

The on-line data has also permitted simple Hα and SR
‘quotient’ image division and more sophisticated differ-
ence imaging to be performed with the digital data. This
is an effective means of revealing nebulosity (e.g. see
Figure 1). When difference imaging is applied to large
areas of digital data from a single survey field it be-
comes an effective discovery technique, particularly in
very crowded star fields where very faint diffuse emis-
sion or small compact nebula are otherwise hard to de-
tect. Many additional bulge PNe were discovered in this
way (e.g. Peyaud et al. 2004; Peyaud 2005) by use of
a sophisticated, innovative difference imaging technique
developed by Bond et al. (2001).

A final technique was applied to the Hα survey data in
searching for extremely low surface brightness, large an-
gular scale PNe. DJF and QAP performed a systematic
search of the 16× 16 blocked-down fits data of all 233
survey fields which are also available on-line. The block-
ing makes large, coherent, extremely low surface bright-
ness nebulosity easier to detect. The systematic search
of these data revealed several additional new large, faint
PNe candidates (e.g. Frew & Parker, these proceedings).

SPECTROSCOPIC CONFIRMATION OF
MASH PN CANDIDATES

Confirmatory follow-up spectroscopy was undertaken
from 1998 to 2005 on a series of 2-m class telescopes,
object by object, for the entire sample of new MASH
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FIGURE 2. Montage of 9 random MASH bulge PNe obtained with the AAO/UKST 6dF MOS fibre system. Note the
contamination from a late type star in the bottom right hand corner spectrum. This situation can occassionaly occur because the
bulge fields are extremely crowded and the projected on-sky 6dF 100 µm fibre diameter is 6.7 arcseconds.

candidate PNe. Even if the SHS imagery alone were
convincing, spectroscopy was needed to provide vital
additional information such as velocity (kinematic and,
where possible, nebula expansion), excitation class, line
fluxes and ratios for nebula temperature and density es-
timates. The detailed spectroscopic information derived
from these observations will be reported in subsequent
publications. In the particularly rich bulge fields, effec-
tive use was made of the UKST FLAIR (e.g. Morgan &
Parker 1998) and then 6dF (Watson, Parker & Miziarski
1998) multi-object spectroscopy (MOS) fibre systems
(e.g. Peyaud et al. 2004). They permit 100-150 objects
to be observed simultaneously over a 6-degree diameter
UKST field. This affords substantial efficiency gains. A
random montage of nine UKST 6dF fibre spectra from
the bulge fields is given in Figure 2. These spectra are
the result of splicing separate blue and red spectra taken
with 580V and 425R transmission gratings so the relative
strengths of the Hα to Hβ are no more than indicative.
As the PNe discovery band is Hα we expect this line to
be strong. Note the contamination from a late type star
in the bottom right-hand corner spectrum. This situation
can ocassionally occur because the bulge fields are ex-
tremely crowded and the projected on-sky 6dF 100 µm

fibre diameter is 6.7 arcseconds.
An exhaustive analysis of all the PN spectra has al-

ready been conducted (Acker & Parker, in preparation).
We also plan to determine accurate integrated Hα fluxes
from the SHS imagery for all well resolved MASH
PNe using a combination of the SHS survey calibra-
tion to a Rayleigh scale now available (e.g. Parker et al.
2005a) and the process described by Pierce et al. (2004)
and Frew & Parker (in preparation). The flux-calibrated
MASH PNe spectroscopy will also permit a deconvolu-
tion of the [NII] contribution to the SHS Hα image as
already done for bulge PNe by Peyaud (2005), though
we assume this ratio remains constant across the PN.

BASIC MASH PROPERTIES

MASH also reveals additional features around known
PNe such as halos, jets and blobs. This may have sig-
nificant implications for previous derived PNe properties
such as total ejecta mass and distance estimates. MASH
has found the same fraction of bipolars as for previ-
ous samples. Corradi & Schwarz (1995) found 14% of
400 PNe to have a bipolar morphology, while Manchado
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(2004) found 17% from 255 PNe. From our MASH sam-
ple of 355 new PNe between 6−16 hours RA we find 48
(13%) bipolar or possible bipolar nebulae.

A large fraction of MASH PNe are of low surface
brightness. Their average major-axis dimension is 52 arc-
sec with median 27 arcsec, but some objects extend
to several arcminutes. Our largest MASH PN is 30 ar-
cminutes across (FP 1824-0319). This compares with a
< 10 arcsecond average for PNe in the Acker et al. (1992,
1996) catalogues. This indicates that many of our sample
are in a highly evolved state and/or local, where the cen-
tral star has faded from easy optical detection and the
nebula itself is dissolving into the ambient ISM. Cur-
rently < 10% of MASH PNe have obvious CSPN iden-
tified directly from the SHS images (generally they are
too faint in the red MASH imagery). Additional CSPN
candidates have been found by careful examination of
the SuperCOSMOS matching B, R and I broad band im-
ages. However a programme of deep UBVRI CCD imag-
ing will be required to identify most CSPN.

PLANNED MASH UPDATES

Several projects are underway that will result in ma-
jor MASH catalogue upgrades over the next two years,
including searches for compact PNe. Currently MASH
contains mainly well resolved PNe because of the search
techniques originally employed before availability of the
digital SHS data in 2002. These visual scans were not es-
pecially sensitive to compact emitters. However, ∼ 30%
of known PNe have an angular size ≤ 6 arcseconds, so
large numbers of faint point-source or barely resolved
candidates should be discovered from the SHS when
large-scale difference imaging is performed. This will be
especially true away from the bulge fields which we have
already extensively investigated in this way. It works well
because the Hα and SR data point spread functions are
very similar (same point-source depth, telescope, emul-
sion etc). Work is also underway to mine point-source
Hα emitters to characterise the Galactic populations of
Herbig AeBe stars, T Tauri stars, cataclysmic variables,
symbiotic stars and Wolf-Rayet and other active stars
(e.g. Hopewell et al. 2005). Point-source emitter candi-
dates are selected from the SuperCOSMOS IAM data
and not the pixel data, using a combination of Hα-R ver-
sus R-I colour-colour plots. Several faint compact PNe
have already been found in this way by Hopewell, Pierce
and Parker during 6dF follow-up.

MASH HIGHLIGHTS

Selected MASH PNe have already warranted separate
publication with several more in preparation. The list of

interesting discoveries so far includes:
i) About 20 new [WR] CSPN (e.g. Morgan, Parker &
Russeil, 2001, Parker & Morgan 2003) and including
PM5, the only confirmed [WN] Wolf-Rayet star in the
galaxy (Morgan, Parker & Cohen 2003);
ii) A possible new phase of PN evolution identified by
discovery of an OH/IR strongly masing star at the centre
of a PN (Cohen, Parker & Chapman 2005);
iii) An unusually large evolved circular PN in the first
stages of ISM interaction (Pierce et al. 2004);
iv) Identification of two of the largest and closest bipolar
PNe (Frew, Parker & Russeil 2005);
v) Discovery of a bipolar PN in an intermediate-age open
cluster (Parker, Frew & Köppen 2005, in preparation);
vi) Discovery of a PN candidate with a possible symbi-
otic nucleus (Frew, Cohen & Parker, in preparation);
vii) A spatial, kinematical and dynamical (N-body) study
of the galactic bulge and bar (Peyaud 2005).
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